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About This Game

Professor Chuckenhope is a first person virtual reality knife throwing game, set in a victorian style theatre. Progress through the
acts by hitting targets without hitting 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
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Tilted Reality
Publisher:
Tilted Reality
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

English

captainsauce professor chuckenhope. professor chuckenhope

A challenging and daring game of knives that seeks to make the player, work through each test than give it away. The beginning
tutorial I enjoyed , with it's clear instructions on how to either climb, walk or throw objects, which made my girl an instant fan
of VR. The instructions on the knives are particularly important, as this is the core of the game , even as you play the daring
escape artist after murdering your assistant, or a member of the crowd. I played this , after getting the gist of throwing the
knives and welcomed the challenge. I think the arm workout adds to the realism in the dart like way, you throw the blades. The
artwork looked really good , a unique cartoon take on the Victorian Age.I believe the developer is willing to add improvements
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in future releases , and make the experience more enjoyable.. It has good graphics, but its pretty hard to throw, there should be a
way to adjust your height in game, but besides that, its a good game.. Really fun and unique game with spot on throwing
mechanics and plenty of entertainment value.. I bought this game after seeing the YouTube review by Cheru and I was right to
do so, I've thoroughly enjoyed playing it, as have the kids. There is a knack to throwing the knives, I failed miserably at first
but, having seen Cheru do it so effectively on his YouTube reviewe, so I went back to the tutorial and carried on practising until
I could hit what I was aiming at and then went back to the levels.
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